1. Introduction ^ Let S be the elass of functions f(a) • s + £ av* k k«2 * regular in the unit diso U • {» » |c| < 1}. If f(s) -
O0
. OO .
« s + £ *ip* and g(s) « % • £ b,_s belongs to S, the con* k-2 * k-2 * volution or Hadaaard product of f and g is defined by the power series In the present paper we introduoa a more general class, namely V q (A,B).
A function f of S belongs to the class V n (A t B) if and only if there exists a function « regular in U and satisfying w(0) = 0 and |w(z)| <1 for zeU such that
where -1$B<A£1. It is easy to see that the condition (1.1) is equivalent to
In our first theorem we obtain the basic inclusion relation V n+1 (A t B) c V n (A,B). Since feV 0 (A,B) implies Re f'(z)>0, it follows (cf. [9] p.6) that the functions of V fl (A,B} are univalent in U. Then we obtain class preserving integral operators and sharp coefficient estimates for these olasses. We also obtain a sufficient condition in terns of coefficients for a function to be in V n (A,B) ( when -1 <B<0 and we show that the converse of the same need not be true.
Our results generalize many reoent results of Chen [3], Goel and Sohi [4] , [5] and Juneja and Mogra [7] . 
Clearly w(0) « 0 and |w(z)| = 1. Rearranging (2.4) we arrive at (1.1). Henoe f eV n (A,B). Note, (i) The condition (2.1) can also be written as
V. Kuaar
How as B -» -1, the above condition reduces to
which is preeiseJ; the necessary and sufficient condition for feV n (A f -1). Thus, including the limiting case B -1, the results proved with the help of above lemma will hold for -1 SB <A <1.
The following lemma is due to Jaak % ' 1 + BwU) * wh«re w(0) « 0 and w is either regular or meromorphic in U» It is easy to verify that
Differentiating (3.1) and using (3.2) we get
, , (1-)+U 7 B.)w(«) + A^B -iEllil-.
» + n+i [ubw(b)]
Let r* be the dietanoa from the origin to the pole of w nearest the origin* Then w ife regular in the dise |a| <-rQ -» nin(r*,1). By Lemma 2.2, for |s| $ r (r<rQ), there is a point sQ such that In the following theorem we obtain sharp coefficient estimates for the classes V fl (A,B) . Equating corresponding coefficients on both sides of (3.13), we find that the coefficient a^ on the left-hand side of (3.13) depends only on 82«a^,...»a^-j on the right-hand side of (3.13). Hence, for k}2, it follows from (3.13) that
wh«r« Cj are some complex numbers. Since |w(z?j <1, by using ^arseval'e identity,we get
Letting r 1 on the left-hand side of the above inequality we obtain 
